A Season of American Football Is Not Associated with Changes in Plasma Tau
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Abstract

American football athletes are routinely exposed to sub-concussive impacts over the course of the season. This study sought to examine the effect of a season of American football on plasma tau, a potential marker of axonal damage. Nineteen National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) football athletes underwent serial blood sampling over the course of the 2014–2015 season at those times in which the number and magnitude of head impacts likely changed. Non-contact sport controls (NCAA men’s swim athletes; n = 19) provided a single plasma sample for comparison. No significant differences were observed between control swim athletes and football athletes following a period of non-contact (p = 0.569) or a period of contact (p = 0.076). Football athletes categorized as starters (n = 11) had higher tau concentrations than non-starters (n = 8) following a period of non-contact (p = 0.039) and contact (p = 0.036), but not higher than swimmers (p = 1.000 and p = 1.000, respectively). No difference was noted over the course of the season in football athletes, irrespective of starter status. Despite routine head impacts common to the sport of American football, no changes were observed over the course of the season in football athletes, irrespective of starter status. Further, no difference was observed between football athletes and non-contact control swim athletes following a period of non-contact or contact. These data suggest that plasma tau is not sensitive enough to detect damage associated with repetitive sub-concussive impacts sustained by collegiate–level football athletes.

Introduction

Although a high percentage of sports-related concussions go unreported,1 American football is associated with the highest incidence of head injuries among team sports.2 Unlike other contact sports, where head impacts occur sporadically, American football athletes are routinely exposed to head trauma of variable magnitude and frequency over the course of a season.3–5 In football, the majority of those impacts occur in the absence of an acute concussive injury, are repetitive in nature, and are thus categorized as sub-concussive head trauma. Nonetheless, even in the absence of an
acute concussive injury, quantifiable neurological damage can be observed when examined via advanced imaging techniques and fluid biomarker quantification. Repetitive sub-concussive impacts associated with a lifetime of sports participation may lead to neurological impairments such as chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE), which also can now be detected via advanced positron emission tomography imaging such as \([F18]\) FDDNP.

Among those fluid biomarkers of head trauma, the neuronal protein tau has been well studied. Primarily found in axons, tau functions in microtubule assembly and stability. In neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer's disease and CTE, tau proteins are found in a hyperphosphorylated state, which leads to the formation of pre-tangles and eventual neurofibrillary tangles. Hyperphosphorylation of tau results in the failure of tau to bind to tubulin monomers, microtubule disassembly, and impaired axonal transport. Quantification of tau in both cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and peripheral blood likely indicates a dissociation of the protein from microtubules and is conjectured to be a surrogate marker of head injury severity. In fact, CSF tau correlates with 1-year clinical outcomes following severe traumatic brain injury (TBI) and elevations in CSF tau are observed following a boxing match in both amateur and Olympic boxers. The risk and difficulty by which CSF samples are obtained must not be overlooked and recent technological advances have made quantification of tau in the peripheral blood possible. To that end, peripheral tau has been reported to be elevated following a bout of Olympic boxing, following a sports-related concussion, in previously deployed military personnel with self-reported TBI, and in former National Football League (NFL) athletes.

Given that athletes often do not report to appropriate medical personnel and the implications of repetitive sub-concussive impacts to long-term brain health, the elucidation of a peripheral biomarker that would assist in detecting damage associated with sub-concussive injury is of interest. Although CSF tau has been shown to increase following contact sport participation in the absence of a sports-related concussion and to remain elevated for extended periods in those reporting having sustained a TBI, no study has examined the plasma tau in the context of repeat sub-concussive impacts. Therefore, purpose of the current study was to examine peripheral tau concentrations over a 27-week period from off-season training through the competitive sport season in American football athletes.

Methods

This study was conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki. All procedures involving human subjects were approved by the Institutional Review board of Texas Christian University for use of human subjects in research. Prior to participation, all athletes involved in the study reviewed and signed an informed consent.
Participants

Over the course of the 2014–2015 competitive season, nineteen (n = 19) National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division 1 football athletes underwent plasma sampling. Prior to the start of the study, athletes were deemed healthy by the team physicians. Athletes who sustained an injury, including concussion, or who were unable to participate in regularly scheduled conditioning or competition were excluded. Non-contact sport controls, NCAA men’s swim athletes (n = 19), were recruited to obtain a single plasma sample for comparison.

Study design

To examine changes in plasma tau concentration as a measure of sub-concussive impacts over the course of the season, a longitudinal observational between-group design was employed. Football athletes were classified by starter status; those athletes known to go out with the first or second team (i.e., first or second on the depth roster) were identified as starters. Starters participate in more repetitions per game (i.e., 30–40+ per game) based on respective position, increasing the number of impacts sustained over the course of the season. Eleven starters (n = 11) and eight non-starters (n = 8) were identified. Further, a between-group design was utilized to examine differences in plasma tau between contact sport athletes known to sustain repetitive sub-concussive impacts regularly (football athletes) and non-contact control athletes (swimmers).

For American football athletes, a fasting blood sample was obtained at eight time-points prior to and during the 2014–2015 NCAA football season. The first blood sample (T1), which was utilized as a baseline, occurred before summer conditioning following a 9-week period of non-contact. Summer conditioning included five weekly strength and conditioning sessions and non-supervised seven-on-seven practices that involved no contact or equipment and occurred twice weekly. The duration of summer conditioning was approximately 8 weeks and no head contact or full-speed practice occurred throughout that period. The second blood sample (T2) was obtained immediately following summer conditioning and just prior to the commencement of a 3-week pre-season training camp that began with non-contact practice and progressed to full-contact practices and eventually two-a-day practices with full gear. The third blood sample (T3) was obtained just following pre-season camp. The time between T2 and T3 (pre-season training camp) is associated with the highest concentration of impacts for American football athletes over the course of the season. Five additional samples, T4 through T8, were obtained throughout the competitive season on the Monday morning following a Saturday game (~36–48 h) with no more than 28 days separating time-points. Throughout the competitive season, athletes participated in non-contact Sunday practice, full-gear practice on Tuesday, and non-contact Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday practice. During the season, tackles were designated as partial contact (i.e., hit and wrap only), which aimed to reduce head trauma associated with full-contact practice, in order to ensure player safety and health prior to games.
Blood sampling and preparation

Fasting (≥ 8 h) blood samples were collected via venipuncture using standard sterile phlebotomy procedures in EDTA tubes. Samples were subsequently centrifuged for 10 min at 4°C (Allegra X-15R; Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA) within 30 min of collection. Plasma was removed via sterile pipette and immediately transferred and stored at –80°C.

Plasma tau concentration

Plasma tau concentration was measured using the Human Total Tau kit on the Simoa HD-1 analyzer (Quanterix, Lexington, MA). The analyses were performed by a board-certified laboratory technician blinded to the study design in one round of experiments using one batch of reagents with intra-assay coefficients of variation below 10%. The lower limit of quantification was 0.85 pg·mL−1.

Statistical analysis

All data were normally distributed. Differences between football athletes and swim athletes were compared by an independent samples t-test. Since swim athletes were only sampled at one time-point, the mean concentration of tau obtained at that time-point was compared with the football athletes at two distinct time-points, T1 and T8, given that one represented a time following a 9-week period of non-contact and the other following a period of chronic head impacts. A univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare differences at the same time-point among three groups (swim athletes, football athlete starters, and football athlete non-starters) with a Bonferroni correction factor.

A repeated measures ANOVA was used to examine changes over time in tau concentrations among all football athletes, while a two-factor (time × starter status) ANOVA was used to test the hypothesis that athletes categorized as starters would differ in tau concentrations over the course of the season. Bonferroni correction factor was used for all post hoc comparisons.

Area under the curve (AUC) was calculated by trapezoidal method and difference between football athletes categorized as starters and non-starters was determined by an independent samples t-test. All statistical analyses procedures were conducted with Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS V.24; IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY).
Results

Tau concentrations following a period of non-contact in American football athletes

Mean tau concentrations were not different between football athletes and swim athletes following a period associated with non-contact in football (T1; p = 0.569; Fig. 1A). When football players were further divided by starter status, a significant difference (F2,35 = 3.604; p = 0.038) was observed among groups. No difference was noted in tau concentrations between swim athletes (3.67 ± 0.93 pg·mL−1) and football athletes categorized as non-starters (2.46 ± 1.17 pg·mL−1; p = 0.117). However, football athletes categorized as starters had higher mean tau concentrations (4.09 ± 1.93 pg·mL−1), compared with non-starters (mean difference; 95% CI; p = 0.039) but not swim athletes (p = 1.000).

FIG. 1. Tau concentrations in American football and swim athletes following a period of non-contact. (A) Plasma tau following a period of non-contact in football athletes (n = 19, ▲) and non-contact control athletes (swimmers; n = 19, ■). Horizontal lines represent mean and 95% confidence interval.

Tau concentrations following a period of contact in football athletes

When post-season mean tau from American football athletes was compared with swim athletes, the difference approached significance (p = 0.076; Fig. 2A). However, higher mean tau concentrations were observed in the swim athletes (3.67 ± 0.93 pg·mL−1) but not the football athletes (3.02 ± 1.22 pg·mL−1). Taking into account starter status for football athletes at the same time-point resulted in a significant difference among groups (F2,35 = 5.442; p = 0.009). No difference was observed between football athletes categorized as starters (3.55 ± 1.19 pg·mL−1) and swim athletes (3.67 ± 0.93 pg·mL−1; p = 1.000), but both had higher mean concentrations of tau than football athletes categorized as non-starters (2.31 ± 0.91 pg·mL−1; p = 0.036 and p = 0.009, respectively; Fig. 2B).

FIG. 2. Tau concentrations in American football and swim athletes following a period of contact. (A) Plasma tau following a period of contact in football athletes (n = 19, ▲) and non-contact control athletes (swimmers; n = 19, ■). (B) Plasma tau following a period of contact in football athletes...
starters (n = 11, •), non-starters (n = 8, ○), and non-contact control athletes (n = 19, ■). Horizontal lines represent mean and 95% confidence interval.

Tau changes in football athletes over the course of the season

Compared with at baseline, mean tau concentrations obtained following a period of non-contact did not change over the course of the season, except for a decrease at the conclusion of fall camp (T3; p = 0.047; Fig. 3A). Examination of changes based on starter status showed that football athletes categorized as starters had higher mean tau concentrations at baseline (T1), as previously reported, but also at the two samplings corresponding to the end of the season (p = 0.048 and p = 0.025; Fig. 3B). However, despite those differences, no significant difference was noted across the entire season when starter status was taken into account. Calculation of tau AUC over the course of the entire season resulted in a significantly higher value for football athletes categorized as starters (671.03 ± 172.56 pg·mL⁻¹·d), compared with non-starters (508.36 ± 160.78 pg·mL⁻¹·d; p = 0.052).

FIG. 3. Plasma tau over the course of a season in American football athletes. (A) Plasma tau changes over the course of the season in football athletes (n = 19, ▲). (B) Plasma tau changes over the course of the season in football athletes of differing starter status (starters, ♦; non-starters, ○). Plasma tau concentrations over the course of the season with longitudinal changes in (C) football starters (n = 11, ♦) and (D) non-starters (n = 8, ○); (a) represents significant difference from T1; (b) represents significant difference between starters and non-starters.

Discussion

American football athletes are routinely exposed to head impacts that vary in number and magnitude over the course of the season.3–5 Those impacts result in mechanical forces that occasionally may lead to diffuse axonal injury,27,28 even in the absence of a concussion diagnosis.12,29 Given that the number of sports-related concussions may be grossly underestimated due to underreporting and the fact that sub-concussive impacts may result in axonal damage, the current study sought to examine the effect of pre-season and sport season football on plasma tau in NCAA Division 1 football athletes. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first study to examine the utility of tau in detecting sub-concussive injury associated with American football athletes. The main findings of the current study were that despite having experienced head impacts over several years, football athletes do not have elevated levels of plasma tau. Further, the repetitive sub-concussive impacts sustained over the course of the season do not result in any quantifiable change in plasma tau. These data suggest that plasma tau may not be sensitive enough to detect the axonal insult resulting from sub-concussive impacts in American football athletes.
The relationship between repetitive head impacts and late life plasma tau levels has recently been illustrated. In fact, in retired NFL players, a higher repetitive head impact exposure, quantified by the cumulative head impact index, predicted higher later-life levels of plasma total tau.30 Those findings may indicate that long-term exposure to sub-concussive impacts sustained by football athletes could result in long-term elevations in tau. However, while plasma tau was correlated with repetitive head impact exposure, there were no group differences in tau concentration between former NFL players and control subjects, and T-tau did not predict clinical function.23 While plasma tau differed at baseline and following a period of contact between football athletes of differing starter status, no difference was observed between control swim athletes and football athletes categorized as starters. Further, although the difference between football athletes, irrespective of starter status, and control swim athletes approached significance following a period of contact, the elevated levels were observed in the control swim athletes. A difference was observed in AUC between starters and non-starters; however, the lack of serial measurements in control swim athletes did not allow a direct comparison of AUC between those athletes and the American football starters.

It has previously been reported that serum neurofilament light (Nf-L) may be the most sensitive marker of neuroaxonal injury in concussion.16,18,19,31 To that end, we previously examined serum Nf-L in the same athletes and found differences were likely present between American football athletes categorized as starters and control swim athletes, as well as between football athletes of differing starter status following a period of non-contact.12 Further study is warranted in younger athletes (i.e., high school, collegiate) to determine if a correlation exists between repetitive sub-concussive impacts and levels of Nf-L and tau.

Elevations in plasma tau have been reported 1–6 days following a bout in Olympic boxers in the absence of a concussion diagnosis.11 However, no difference in plasma tau was observed in ice hockey players in the 1-h period following a friendly game.21,32 Following a concussion, plasma tau peaks over the first 12 h,20,32 with elevations reported 24 and 72 h post-injury only in those with prolonged return to play20 and up to 144 h in those displaying symptoms of post-concussion syndrome.32 Therefore, despite the high variability among concussed athletes, plasma tau may be most related to the severity of injury and/or impact that affects subsequent outcome. While both Olympic boxers and football athletes are exposed to routine head impacts, the biomechanical forces acting on the head and brain differ,33 which may have contributed to lack of change observed over the course of the season in football athletes. Still the lack of difference over the course of the season between football athletes of differing starter status is confounding, given that we have previously reported in the same population that elevations in Nf-L occurred coincident with those times in which the number and magnitude of head impacts likely increased in those football athletes categorized as starters.12

There is an increase in blood–brain barrier permeability associated with physical activity that has been suggested to be intensity dependent.34 Given that all athletes in the current study were participating in physical activity throughout the season, only differing in impacts sustained as a result of sport and starter status, these data support that Nf-L is a more sensitive marker of axonal insult in the absence of a concussion diagnosis. Indeed, serum Nf-L levels correlate with measures of diffuse axonal injury, specifically higher trace and lower fractional anisotropy measured by magnetic
resonance diffusion tensor imaging, measures which also are related to cumulative head impact exposures in high school football athletes. In the CSF, changes in Nf-L exceed those in tau following a bout of boxing in amateur and Olympic-level athletes. Further, only Nf-L remains elevated for up to 3 months after a bout and correlated with injury severity.

This study is not without limitations. The sample size of the current study was small. Further, in the absence of a concussion diagnosis, we must rely upon the impact being of sufficient magnitude to elicit a physiological response. Variability in the magnitude and number of impacts exists within the same team among differing positions. Further, a lack of biomechanical, neuroimaging, and neuropsychological data is a limitation. However, we have previously reported in the same population that a season of American football results in an increase in serum Nf-L in athletes categorized as starters and that the pattern of increase coincided with those periods in which the number of head impacts likely increased, based upon prior reports. Elevations in plasma tau have been shown to peak in the 12-h period following injury. Therefore, the time of sampling within the current study (approximately 36 to 48 h) may be outside the window to observe significant changes as a result of sub-concussive impacts.

Despite the limitations, the data presented herein are novel in that this is the first study to examine the utility of tau in sub-concussive impacts in a population known to experience routine impacts. Given that others have presented data demonstrating that tau is elevated in the immediate time frame post-concussion, these data suggest that the tau is either not sensitive enough to detect sub-concussive impacts or that tau may decrease after an initial increase post-injury, which has been reported. Further study is warranted, as the ability to quantify sub-concussive impact may enable limits to be set on participation to reduce the likelihood of deleterious effects of repetitive sub-concussive impacts on long-term brain health and further reduce the likelihood of a concussion going unreported.
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